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The world (led by the United States) has been under Covid tyranny for over 18
months now. At the very beginning of this masquerade, we were all taken off
guard. No one then could have dreamed what the satanic eugenicists Bill
Gates, Anthony Fauci, et al. had planned for us.

For a few weeks, everyone gave the medical establishment the benefit of the
doubt and believed they were truly looking out for our health—although some
of us NEVER put on those stupid masks. (To this day, I have not worn one of
those beastly masks—not once.)

But now the jig is up! We know exactly what Gates and Fauci are doing; and it
has absolutely NOTHING to do with keeping us healthy.

The Covid narrative is a planned exercise in global tyranny. Not by
coincidence, the countries that are denied the right to keep and bear arms
are suffering through the worst of this tyranny. The Aussies and New
Zealanders must now realize how foolish they were to allow their governments
to disarm them.
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As we were forced to traverse these tumultuous tyrannical waters, we became
aware that Fauci and the CDC were lying to us all along. From the very
beginning, they manipulated, exaggerated and lied about Covid deaths. And now
they are lying and covering up the deaths from the Covid gene therapy shots
(they are NOT vaccines).

In this report, Joseph Mercola makes a compelling case that the Covid jabs
have already killed over 200,000 people in the United States:

Yesterday, October 8, 2021, I published a Highwire exclusive interview
with Deborah Conrad, a physician’s assistant who is blowing the whistle
on COVID jab injuries, and the fact that these injuries are rarely
reported because of a faulty VAERS database design.

Today you’re in for yet another bombshell video: “Vaccine Secrets: COVID
Crisis.” It’s the first episode of “The False Narrative Takedown
Series,” produced by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19
Early Treatment Fund.

“Vaccine Secrets” complements and supports everything Conrad shared in
her interview, so I highly recommend saving these files on your computer
and watching both of them. Both are available on Bitchute.

How Many Have Died From the COVID Jabs?

According to Kirsch, the COVID shots have already killed an estimated
200,000 Americans, a far higher number than the 15,386 deaths reported
to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) as of
September 17, 2021. You can find all the research for Episode 1 of the
“False Narrative Takedown” series on SKirsch.io/vaccine-resources.2

According to Kirsch, the vaccination program should be immediately
halted, as the VAERS data suggest more than 200,000 Americans have
already died, and more than 2 million have been seriously injured by the
vaccines. Interestingly enough, Kirsch and his entire family took the
COVID shot early on, so he’s not coming from an “anti-vax” position.

According to Kirsch, the CDC, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and
the National Institutes of Health are all “spreading misinformation
about the vaccine versus early treatment.” In a nutshell, these agencies
are saying the complete opposite of what is true — classic Orwellian
doublespeak.

They claim the COVID shots are safe and effective, when the data show
they’re neither, and they say there is no safe and effective early
treatment, which is clearly false. At the same time, our medical
freedoms are being stripped away under the guise of public health — all
while an immense death toll is allowed to take place right before our
eyes.

Kirsch is so confident in his analyses, he’s offered a $1 million
academic grant to anyone who can show his analysis is flawed by a factor
of four or more. So far, no one has stepped up to claim the prize. He’s
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even offered $1 million to any official willing to simply have a public
debate with him about the data, and none has accepted the challenge.

False Narratives Overview

In this episode, Kirsch goes through five false narratives about COVID
jab safety, namely that:

*The shots are safe and effective
*No one has died from the COVID shot
*You cannot use VAERS to determine causality
*The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is harmless
*Only a few adverse events are associated with the shots and they’re all
“mild”

He also reviews the five false narratives about what the solutions are:

*Vaccines are the only way to end the pandemic
*Vaccine mandates are therefore needed
*Masks work
*Early treatments do not work
*Ivermectin is dangerous

COVID Shot Kills Five Times More People Than It Saves

Kirsch cites information from Dr. Peter Schirmacher, chief pathologist
at the University of Heidelberg, who is recognized as one of the top 100
pathologists in the world.

More Than 200,000 Have Likely Been Killed by the Jabs

Between the documentation on his website and the video, you get a
detailed in-depth understanding of how to do this and how Kirsch came to
the conclusions made. Here, I will simply provide a summary rundown of
Kirsch calculations and conclusions:

*Propensity to report = same as in previous years
*Number of domestic deaths in the VAERS database = 6,167 as of August
27, 2021
*Under-reporting factor for serious events = 41 (i.e., for every 41
events, only one is reported)
*Background VAERS death rate = 500 per year (this background death
number will be subtracted twice, as most COVID jab recipients are
receiving two doses. This gives us a very conservative estimate)
*Excess deaths calculation = (6,167 – 2 x 500) x 41 = 212,000 excess
deaths

Using the same calculation methods, Kirsch conservatively estimates more
than 300,000 Americans have also been permanently disabled by the COVID
shots. These estimates have been validated by four teams of researchers
using other methods. (None of them used VAERS data.)

If you’re under the age of 50, your risk of dying from the vaccine is



greater than your chance of dying from COVID-19.

Kirsch also demonstrates another calculation to show the COVID shots
kill more people than the actual COVID-19 infection does. That
calculation also shows that if you’re under the age of 50, your risk of
dying from the vaccine is greater than your chance of dying from
COVID-19, so it makes no sense from a risk-benefit perspective to get
the jab if you’re younger than 50.

What’s more, since your risk of natural infection exponentially
decreases over time (as natural herd immunity grows, your chance of
infection approximately halves each year), the risks of the COVID shot
rapidly outgrow any potential benefit with each passing year.

This British report shows statistical support for the charge that the Covid
jab is destroying people’s natural immunity and giving them AIDS (another
government-created medical crisis).

Latest UK PHE Vaccine Surveillance Report figures on Covid cases show
that doubly vaccinated 40-70 year olds have lost 40% of their immune
system capability compared to unvaccinated people. Their immune systems
are deteriorating at around 5% per week (between 2.7% and 8.7%). If this
continues then 30-50 year olds will have 100% immune system degradation,
zero viral defence by Christmas and all doubly vaccinated people over 30
will have lost their immune systems by March next year.

These people will then effectively have full blown acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome.

But, finally, people are beginning to fight back.

This report notes how State senators in Oregon are seeking a grand jury
investigation into Covid-19 statistical manipulation.

The CDC adopted a “double-standard exclusively for COVID-19 data
collection” that inflated cases and deaths starting early in the
pandemic, violating multiple federal laws and distorting mitigation
policies, Oregon lawmakers told the feds’ top lawyer in the state.

Advised by “a large team of world-renowned doctors, epidemiologists,
virologists, and attorneys,” state Senators Kim Thatcher and Dennis
Linthicum petitioned U.S. Attorney Scott Asphaug to approve a grand jury
investigation into how the pandemic is being measured.

Professionals in the airline industry have had enough and are refusing to
comply:

Joshua Yoder, a pilot with Southwest Airlines and co-founder of U.S.
Freedom Flyers, told Fox News on Monday’s Tucker Carlson Tonight that
“we have all the control, and the control comes from a simple word, and
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that is ‘no.’ We just don’t need to comply.”

The day after Biden issued his imperial command, almost two dozen state
governors responded with a statement opposed to his overreach, including
Arizona, Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa,
Missouri, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wyoming.

And yesterday, a federal judge in Texas issued a temporary restraining
order against United Airlines (UA), blocking it from imposing its
vaccine mandate on any of its employees. UA originally told its 67,000
U.S. employees that they must be vaccinated by September 27 or lose
their jobs.

This court order is the first of its kind, likely not the last. As more
and more individuals like Yoder understand the power of the word “no” to
federal overreach, the greater the pushback will be against the Biden
administration’s use of COVID to impose its draconian and tyrannical
mandates on American citizens.

So many law enforcement personnel are refusing to comply with the vaccine
mandates that in Seattle the city is losing as many as 40% of its police
force.

In what the president of Seattle’s Police Guild calls an “unprecedented
move,” the department moved to “Stage 3” operations Wednesday.

That means detectives and other non-patrol units will serve as first
responders to 9-1-1 calls.

The department has already lost more than 300 officers in the past year,
and hundreds more could face termination next week if they don’t comply
with the vaccine order.

The SPD staffing crisis has become so dire, police union president Mike
Solan is warning about what’s next, as the department mobilizes to
“Stage 3″—an emergency scenario because of a shortage of officers.

Meanwhile businesses and neighbors are left to deal with rising crime
and longer response times.

Anyone who has but a modicum of knowledge of the fundamental principles of
Liberty knows by now that the Covid narrative is NOT ABOUT health but ALL
ABOUT total government control over our lives.

Perhaps the governor of Maine personifies the satanic spirit of slavery as
well as anyone.

Central Maine Medical Center, a key hospital for regional healthcare,
issued a dire warning about the need to shut down critical care services
last week if they are forced to fire or lay-off all the unvaccinated



workers. The hospital appealed to the Governor’s office, Democrat Janet
Mills for a testing option to avoid losing some of the most important
care providers in their system.

Today, the hospital quantified their issue and announced they were going
to suspend pediatric admissions as well as heart attack and trauma
admissions, because they just will not be able to operate.

Unfortunately, the Democrat Governor has announced she doesn’t care if
the hospital has to shut down. Mills’ stated her unilateral jab mandate
will remain in place and the vaxxed and unvaxxed citizens of Maine will
die until they comply with the vaccine rules.

Because it’s all about the public health right?

Joe Biden and Lloyd Austin are so desperate to force compliance within the
U.S. military that they are threatening to make Navy SEALS pay back the cost
of their training if they don’t get vaxxed.

An estimated 33% – 40% of U.S. military personnel are holding their ground
and refusing the jab.

People, please understand that the primary tool of tyrants is intimidation.
In other words, they are BULLIES. All it takes to shake off a bully is to
stand up to him and just say NO!

And that’s what people all over America are starting to do.

I’m talking about men like Dr. Chris Rake.

A shocking video of respected [UCLA] anesthesiologist Chris Rake being
kicked out of his job has gone viral. He explains to RT.com why he
opposes mandatory Covid-19 vaccinations and is prepared to never
practice medicine again.

“This is totalitarianism. I’ve come out and said, ‘No, you’re not going
to do that, not on my watch’… I’m willing to give my life to this
cause.”

Rake is not alone. Almost 8,000 physicians and medical scientists have signed
a declaration accusing Covid policymakers of “crimes against humanity.”

An international group of physicians and scientists signed a declaration
Friday accusing COVID-19 policy-makers of “crimes against humanity” for
preventing the use of life saving treatments on their patients.

As of Monday morning, the Physicians Declaration had garnered more than
4,600 signatures. The signers accused policymakers of forcing a “one-
size-fits-all” treatment strategy, resulting in “needless illness and
death,” rather than “upholding fundamental concepts of the
individualized.”
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According to Global COVID Summit, the declaration was created by
physicians and scientists during the Rome COVID Summit. The signatories
are professionals, many of whom are on the front lines of treating COVID
patients.

The Declaration states:

“The Physicians’ Declaration was first read at the Rome COVID
Summit, catalyzing an explosion of active support from medical
scientists and physicians around the globe. These professionals
were not expecting career threats, character assassination, papers
and research censored, social accounts blocked, search results
manipulated, clinical trials and patient observations banned, and
their professional history and accomplishments altered or omitted
in academic and mainstream media.

“Thousands have died from COVID as a result of being denied life-
saving early treatment. The Declaration is a battle cry from
physicians who are daily fighting for the right to treat their
patients, and the right of patients to receive those treatments —
without fear of interference, retribution or censorship by
government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations, and big tech.”

The signatories created a “doctors- and scientists-only” COVID
information platform so citizens can make informed decisions for their
families “without interruption, manipulation, politicization or
profiteering from external forces outside of the doctor-patient
relationship.”

Ladies and gentlemen, the next six months will determine the fate of the free
world.

If freedom lovers in America will stand up en masse RIGHT NOW and refuse to
comply with the antichrist Covid mandates, and I mean regardless of the cost,
Liberty will be preserved.

But if we couch down in fear or complacency and continue to go along with
this beastly system, by this time next year, a free America will NOT exist.

It is up to us! Right now!

It may not be easy, but it is very simple: For the sake of our freedom and
the freedom of our children, DO NOT COMPLY!

I repeat: DO NOT COMPLY!

(End of message. Please see the entire article on:
https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4192/Americans-Must-Stand-
Up-And-Say-I-Will-Not-Comply-With-Covid-Mandates-Right-Now-Or-Face-A-Life-
Under-Totalitarianism.aspx)
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